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ABSTRACT

An embodiment of the present invention addresses Beacon
Synchronization issues related to multiple Simultaneously
operating Pico-Nets that could be potentially interfering
with each other's transmissions. Algorithms and Support
functions are described that determine the optimal Stagger

ing of Beacons in the Contention Access Period (CAP) of an
IEEE 802.15.X Pico-Net, where 802.15.X denotes both

Jan. 7, 2005
Related U.S. Application Data

802.15.3 and 802.15.4 application sets. The objectives of
this invention are related to both types of networks. The
approach described is Stable, Scalable and efficient. It is
comprehensive, in that it addresses all typical use cases for

(63) Continuation-in-part of application No. 10/434,948,

coordinate beacon information to ensure trouble free opera

(22) Filed:

how Devices and Pico Net Controllers would need to
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COORDINATION BETWEEN SIMULTANEOUSLY
OPERATING PCO-NETS IN HIGH MOBILITY
WIRELESS NETWORKS

Jun. 16, 2005

0008 Accordingly, there exists a need for coordination
between Pico-Net Controllers (PNC) and their devices to
ensure that beacons are Sent at times where there is no

interference from near by radios that include both devices
CROSS-REFERENCE

0001. This application is a Continuation-In-Part of U.S.
Utility patent application Ser. No. 10/434,948, filed May 8,
2003, and entitled “High Performance Wireless Networks
Using Distributed Control”. This application also claims
benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/535,668, filed
Jan. 9, 2004, and entitled “Coordination between simulta

neously operating Pico-Nets in IEEE 802.15.03 wireless
networks', commonly assigned with the present invention
and incorporated herein by reference.
0002 This application is an extension to the embodiment
of an ad-hoc wireleSS mesh algorithm, disclosed in Appen
dix B in patent application Ser. No. 10/434,948, filed May 8,
2003.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0003. This application addresses issues related to wire
leSS networks, and in particular to coordination issues when

there are multiple Pico-Net Controllers (PNCs) and multiple

Pico-Net networks are located in the same area, and can

interfere with each other's radio Signals.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0004. In the referenced patent application, Appendix B
describes in detail a method to address Multi-Zone Support
for Pico-Nets under control of a PicoNet Controller or PNC
where a PNC is defined consistent with IEEE DRAFT

P802.15.3/D16 dated February 2003. In this application,
FIG. 1 depicts a configuration with two Pico-Nets. The
devices marked as PNC are Pico-Net Controllers and

devices marked as DEV belong to one or the other PNC.

and other PNCs.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0009) 802.15.X Mode of Operation:
0010. One embodiment of this invention is to address the
coordination and Scheduling issueS of Sending Beacon in a
multiple Pico-Net setting of IEEE 802.15.X networks.
802.15.X denotes both 802.15.3 and 802.15.4 application
sets-the objectives of this invention are related to both
types of networks. The algorithms and approach are also
applicable to other types of wireleSS networks, notably low
power wireless sensor networks (802.15.4). The invention is
also relevant other networks such as the 802.16.X networks

that use a similar Media Access Control (MAC).
0011 Referring to FIG. 2, IEEE 802.15.X specifies a
Contention Access Period (CAP) wherein nodes use CSMA/
CA for packet transmission. The Standard Specifies two

inter-frame spacing (IFS) for the CAP, BIFS (Backoff IFS)
and SIFS (Short IFS).
0012. On start up, device in the 802.15.X network listen
for beacons. If it does not find any, it switches to a PNC
mode of operation and Starts Sending out beacons. If a device
after becoming a PNC hears beacons from another PNC,
then the node that became a PNC later would revert to a

DEV mode of operation. Nodes continue to send heartbeats.
The heartbeats are sent during the CAP. In addition to the
usual heartbeat information as described in the embodiment

of the ad-hoc mesh invention, disclosed in U.S. patent
application Ser. No. 10/434,948, the 802.15.X compliant
implementation includes information about all PNCs that a

Radio is a shared medium. Devices under each Pico-Net

DEV can hear.

shared a Collision Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) with
Collision Avoidance (CA) Protocol, commonly referred to

0013 Problems occur when two PNC are sending Bea
cons at the same time. In FIG. 1, Nodes 5 and 2 hear only

as CSMA/CA, to ensure that only one device is transmitting
at any point in time. This avoids interference caused by
Simultaneous transmissions by multiple devices.
0005) While devices in the same sub network or Pico-Net
share a protocol regarding transmission Scheduling, no Such
protocol exists acroSS Pico-Nets. This can cause interference
resulting from Simultaneous transmissions occurring
between devices sharing the same radio air space but in
different Pico-Nets.

0006 Additionally, in the case of Pico-Nets sharing the
Same channel, problems arise when the Beacon Synchroni
zation Pulse sent by the Pico-Net Controllers, is not clearly
received by the devices in the Pico-Net.
0007 As an example, consider FIG. 2 showing the
pattern of transmissions for two the Pico Net controllers in

a wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) shown in FIG.

1. The time slot marked B refers to the Beacon that the PNC

Sends out as a Synchronization pulse for devices connected
to it. A device connected to the Pico-Net must receive that

beacon. If that beacon is missed by a device because of radio
interference from other devices in other Pico-Nets, that
device does not connect to the network while it has lost the

Synchronization pulse.

one PNC (node 1), whereas Node 4 and 3 hear two (node 1,
node 7). The problem here is that if the beacons are not
Synchronized, the devices that hear more than one Pico-net

would face interference. There needs to be a method for

synchronizing beacons sent by the Pico-Net controllers.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

0014. In order to more fully describe embodiments of the
present invention, reference is made to the accompanying
drawings. These drawings are not to be considered limita
tions in the Scope of the invention, but are merely illustra
tive.

0.015 FIG. 1, illustrates a typical multi Pico-Net with
two Pico-Net Controllers labeled PNC. Also shown are a
number of devices connected to these Pico-Net Controllers

and are marked as DEV. Additionally each node in the
network has a node, the number on its upper right hand
corner. The two PNCs, for example are Nodes 1 and 7.
0016 FIG. 2 illustrates the IEEE 802.15.3 Interface
protocol for devices in a 802.15.3 network. B refers to the
Beacon Synchronization; CAP the Contention Access Period
and CTA the channel time allocation period. The terminol
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ogy is consistent with IEEE 802.15.3 specifications
described in IEEE DRAFT P802.15.3/D16 dated February

skill in the art would recognize variations, modifications,

2003.

natives are also within the Scope of the present invention.
Section titles are terse and are for convenience only.
0026 Beacon Synchronization
0027. In wireless networks, channel disturbance is not a
problem at the transmitting end, but at the receiving end.
Referring to FIG. 1, Node 2 and Node 7 do not hear each
other, but Still cannot transmit Simultaneously because Node
3 is in hearing distance from both of them. Conversely,
Nodes 9 and 2 can transmit simultaneously as they do not
have any common node in their “reachable' list of neigh
bors. Therefore one approach to determining which beacons
can be transmitted Simultaneously is to determine if there is
a NULL set of common reachable nodes. For example,
referring to FIG. 5, Nodes 4 and 5 have no common nodes
in their reachable list. Hence they can transmit at the same

0017 FIG. 3 shows a shift in the Beacon Synchroniza
tion pulse for Node 7 which ensures that Nodes 7 and I are
not interfering with each other's beacons. It also shows that
the overlap in the CTA and CAP between Nodes 1 and 7
require that two CTA slots of node 1 be not be allocated.
These two slots are marked as X in the figure.
0018 FIG. 4 indicates how by aligning the CTA time
periods for both nodes, each Pico-Net can enable transmis
Sions between devices that cannot “hear each other. For

example, referring to FIG. 1, Node 2 and 8 are not inter
fering and can therefore share the same CTO time slot.
0.019 FIG. 5,6 indicates a configuration where the two
PNC nodes, Nodes 4 and Nodes 5 do not interfere and

therefore can share the same time periods. Note that both
Nodes 4 and 5 care in the “receiving list” for Node 1. The
algorithm for Beacon Synchronization takes that into
account the dependencies and provides the optimal Setting
where only those nodes that may create interference are
offset.

0020 FIG. 7.8 indicates a more complex configuration

and alternatives. Such variations, modifications, and alter

time as shown in FIG. 6.

0028. When PNC Nodes do have nodes in common in

their reachable list then Simultaneous transmission is not

permissible. Under those circumstances one beacon trans
mission must be staggered as shown in FIG. 3. As shown in

FIG. 3, Node 7 sends its beacon a short time (SIFS) after the

with four PNC nodes. Nodes 4 and Nodes 5 do not interfere

beacon from Node 1 has concluded.

and therefore can share the same time periods. Note that
both Nodes 4 and 5 care in the “receiving list” for Node 1.
Additionally Node 7 is staggered to avoid interference with
Nodes 1, 4, 5. The algorithm for Beacon synchronization
takes into account the dependencies and provides the opti
mal Setting where only those nodes that may create inter

0029) Compliant with 802.15.3 terminology, SIFS stands
for Short Inter Frame Spacing which is kept lower than

ference are offset.

0021 FIG. 9 depicts the decision flow graph to address
the situation where in the current implementation of the
802.15 MAC, two or more PNC nodes are sending beacons
and are unaware that their beacons are interfering. This
decision flow graph addresses this issue.
0022 FIG. 10 shows how the beacon position is peri
odically changed by inserting an irregular width frame into
a Succession of equal width frame packets, with the intent of
detecting a beacon that may be transmitting at the same
instant as another PNC.

0023 FIG. 11 depicts one approach to selecting the

BIFS, (Back off Inter Frame Spacing), the normal delay
before the contention acceSS period begins. This therefore
ensures that the Beacon is transmitted before any device in
the Pico-Net is granted access to the Contention Access

Period (CAP). As long as the Beacon duration+SIFS+Air

transmission time is less than BIFS, this approach works. In
the case of 802.15.3 networks, with a range of less than 10
meters, air transmission time is Sufficiently low to allow
SIFS delayed Beacon transmissions.
0030 CAP & CTA Alignment Overview
0031. After staggering the beacon transmissions, CAP
and CTA periods of Pico-Nets need to be aligned to avoid
interference. Referring to FIG. 2, Node 1 and Node 7 are in
interference regarding beacon Synchronization. FIG. 3
shows Node 7 Beacon offset from the end of transmission

edge of the Beacon for Node 1. One embodiment of this

“head PNC in the situation where a number of PNCs have

invention is to determine how and when those offsets need

devices in common and have to align their Beacons So that

ment.

to be implemented to ensure a Stable and Scalable approach
to Simultaneous operating Pico-Nets.
0032 Referring to FIG. 2 the Super-frames for Node 1
and Node 7 are shown, where the Super-frames is the

0024 FIG. 12 depicts an alternate approach to selecting
“head” PNCs. using an extensible beacon slot reservation

and shown in FIG. 2. FIGS. 3 and 4 show two strategies for
CAP alignment. Both strategies make the secondary PNC

the transmissions between the PNCs and their devices do not

interfere. To do so requires the selection of a “Head” PNC,
based on Some Selection criteria and a tie breaking arrange

container of the CAP and CTA allocations described earlier

Scheme.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC
EMBODIMENTS

0.025 The description above and below and the drawings
of the present document focus on one or more currently
preferred embodiments of the present invention and also
describe Some exemplary optional features and/or alterna
tive embodiments. The description and drawings are for the
purpose of illustration and not limitation. Those of ordinary

(node 7) begin its Super-frame SIFS time units after the

completion of the primary PNC's beacon. The SIFS wait
ensures that Node 7 will get access to the medium before
other devices as they would normally wait for BIFS time

units.

0033. In FIG. 3, the CAP duration for Node 7 remains
unchanged, hence Node 1 needed to mark its first two CTA
slots as private. After the completion of Node 7's CAP, both
Node 1 and Node 7 begin their CTAS which have been
re-assigned as shown in FIG. 3.
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0034). In FIG.4, the CAP duration for Node 7 is reduced
so that its CAP end is aligned with Node 1's CAP end, after
which both nodes begin their CTAS which have been re
assigned in a similar manner. By the same token, Node 1
could have also increased its CAP duration so that its end is

aligned with Node 7's CAP end. In this case Node 1 does not
need to mark its first two CTA slots as private.
0035 CAP Alignment Slider
0.036 The two methods for CAP alignment discussed
above and depicted in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, are two extremes
of CAP alignment Strategy line. A parameter may be Sup
plied to the algorithm So that results at any point between the
two extremes may be derived. For example, the CAP may be
reduced by a certain value and a few CTA slots may also be
marked as shown in FIG. 3. The number of slots reserved

and the value by which the CAP is reduced would be driven
by this parameter. Thus, different embodiments of this
invention, with a CAP Alignment slider can Support multiple
alignment Strategies based on differing needs for CAP or
CTA period durations.
0037 For example, if the CAP period is not being used or
there are many devices requiring the CTA allocations, the

alignment slider would favor reducing the CAP period (FIG.
4) over overlapping CAP and CTA (FIG. 3) which results in

two slots in Node 1 becoming un-usable. Conversely, if the
applications require more CAP than CTA, the slider would
drive the algorithms towards FIG. 3 as opposed to FIG. 4.
0038) Optimal Staggering of PNC Beacons
0039. In FIG. 5, since PNC Nodes 4 and PNC Nodes 5
do not have any node in common, they both start their
beacons at the Same time. ASSuming Node 5 has a higher
PNC Tic Count, FIG. 8 shows the CAP alignment by using
algorithms described in this document. Note that the algo
rithms discover the best Settings to minimize the amount of
CAP period reduction needed when interfering PNC nodes
are added to the System.
0040 Comparison with Other Approaches
0041 Another approach to Beacon Synchronization con
sidered was to allocate one private CTA for the beacon and
CAP and aligning CTAS in a way that causes no interference.
Allocating a private CTA for the beacon and CAP ensures
that the beacon and the CAP that follows are totally non
interfering. But this method can also be wasteful, as there
could have been devices that could have been transmitting
without interference. Additionally, with each additional
Pico-net there is a corresponding reduction of the CTA.
0.042 Consider the case where there are three Pico-Nets
in the same vicinity. There will therefore be two sets of
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0.048 2. Function Simul(a, b),
0049. Input: Node a, Node b
0050 Returns: true if Nodes a, b can transmit simul
taneously, false otherwise. Example Simulca,
b)=((CanHear(a)?hCanHear(b))=())
0051) 3. Function BeaconEndTime(a),
0.052 Input: Node a
0053) Returns: Packet duration of Node as beacon.
0054 4. Function PNCTickCount(a)
0055) Input: Node a
0056 Returns: The time tick count since Node a
became PNC.

0057 5. Function SimulSet(a, S)
0058) Input: Node a, Set of nodes S

0059) Returns: Set Ss={c; Simul(c, a)=false for all
ceS}
0060) 6. Function CTASlotList(a)
0061 Input: Node a
0062) Returns: List of all nodes who have been
allotted CTA slots by PNC nodea. If a node has been
allotted more than one CTA slot, it would have two
distinct entries in the list.

0063 CAP Alignment Algorithm

0064) Let P be the primary PNC, and S0, S1, ..., Sn}

be the secondary PNC's which need to align their CAP with

P. PNCTickCount(Si)>PNCTickCount(Si+1) for all i.
0065 S0 aligns its beacon with P such that
0066 1–Beacon time of SO=Beacon EndTime (P)+
SIFS and

0067 2–CAP duration of SO=CAP duration of
P-BeaconEndTime (P)-SIFS.
0068 Consider Sk (0<K<n) such that we have already

aligned the beacons of S0, ..., SK-1}. Now we need to
align the beacon of Sk.

0069. Let SSK=SimulSet(Sk, S0, ..., SK-1}).

Super-frames (CTA and CAP) supported inside the CTA

0070 If SSK=2) then beacon time of Sk=beacon time of

deterioration of bandwidth since with each additional Pico

S0, CAP duration of Sk=CAP duration of S0.

period of the first PNC. This results in an progressive

Net addition, there is a corresponding reduction in the CTA
for the first PNC and both CTA and CAP reductions for all

other PNCs. This brute force approach is neither scalable,
nor efficient.

0.043 Support Functions Needed by Algorithms
0044 Support functions needed by the algorithms com
puting the beacon offsets include:
0045 1. Function CanHear(a).
0046) Input: Node a
0047 Returns: Set of nodes that Node a can hear

0.071) Otherwise let SSK={SJ, 0<=J<=N(SSK) and

PNCTickCount(S)>PNCTickCount(Sj+1).
0.072 Then beacon time of Sk=BeaconEndTime (SM)+

SIFS, and CAP duration of Sk=CAP duration of SM-Bea

conEndTime (SM)-SIFS, where M=N(SSK).
0073 CTA Re-Assignment Algorithm

0.074) Let P be the primary PNC, and S.S, ... S. be

the n secondary PNC's which need to align their CTA slots
with the CTA slots of P. Arrange the Pico-Net order such that

PNCTickCount(S.)>PNCTickCount(S) for all i.
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0075 Consider the following set definitions:
A = {A} = {CTASlotList (P),
CTASlotList (S),..., CTASlotList (S).
B = {B, where
B =NUMBER OF ITEMS IN SET (A)
Let E <= new Array n+1
For = 0 to in

Ei = 3; where 3 = NULLSET
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0081. By the same logic, a group of PNCs that are aligned
(case 050) must also follow some random perturbation.
However, since the PNC's are aligned, the heart beat is
needed to communicate with the PNCs regarding when to
align themselves to a proposed beacon timing change.
0082) Selection of the “Head” PNC
0083) To ensure that the PNCs agree to align themselves
as before, one PNC is selected to be the “head” of the family.

Next I

Selection criteria for selection of the “head' could be the

For I = 0 to MAX (B)-1

number of children or Seniority. Based on a Set of Selection
criteria, the “head” PNC periodically changes his beacon
position by changing the CAP period based on a random
number generation. All other PNCs in the family take their
cue from the "head” and align to the changed Beacon timing

For J = 0 to in

If AJ <> 3 then
D= 3
For K = 0 to J-1

D = D SETUNION CanHear (ELKII)
D = D SETUNION ELKI
Next K
T - A SETDIFFERENCED

If T <> 3 then

EJ = EJ SETUNION TO
AJ = AJ SETDIFFERENCE TO
Else

EJ = EJ SETUNION X
End If
Else

EJ = EJ SETUNION X
End If
Next
Next I

of the “head PNC.

0084. Selection of the “Head” PNC is based on criteria
such as seniority and number of children. In the event that

the selection criteria for the “Head” used (e.g. number of
children or Seniority) results in a tie, then a random number
created by each PNC is used to break the tie between the two
or more contenders. Note that under Appendix A, the field
TB or Tie Breaker is reserved for the random number value.

0085 Information on the selection parameter-including
a random number generated by each PNC to be used in case
there is a tie between two PNCs-must be transmitted to all

0.076 Simultaneous Beacon Transmissions
0077. The algorithms described relate to aligning the
beacon of a PNC to avoid interference with another beacon

from another PNC. This implies that the timing of the
beacon is, in Some manner communicated to the PNC

the PNCs in the vicinity, to establish the correct pecking
order. Having done so, each PNC must now be aligned based
on the requirements set by the Head PNC. The flow logic
diagram in FIG. 11, depicts the steps described.
0086 Based on the information transmitted in the heart

intending to perform an alignment. This is achieved by
either hearing the Beacon directly or hearing a heart beat.

beat, devices inform each other of the existence of PNCs in

These two situations are shown in FIG. 9 labeled 010 and

information about them needs to be passed on to the “Head”
PNC that will manage the alignment of all PNCs in the

020 respectively. The reason for Periodic Collective Pertur
bation, labeled 050 in FIG. 9, will be addressed shortly.
0078 If there is no beacon heard, one cannot assume that
the PNC is alone-the beacon may be being sent by another
PNC at precisely the same time that this PNC is sending its
beacon. The “listen' period for a PNC is primarily in the

Contention Access Period (CAP)-Beacons occurring in

either the CTA or the beacon period are thus not easily
detected.

0079 Assume that a beacon is being sent by another PNC
at the exact same time as this PNC's beacon transmission or

in one of the CTA time slots. It will never be detected as long
as both PNCs continue to follow the same pattern of
transmissions with the beacon Sent at the same time and

Super-frame sizes identical. By implication, devices within
ear shot of both beacons will behave in an unacceptable
erratic fashion.

0080. To ensure that the beacon will be eventually heard
by a PNC, a random perturbation is introduced, labeled 090
and shown in FIG. 10. Once every few frames, an “abnor
mal’ frame is Sent-which is made Smaller or larger by
changing the width of the CAP period. This in turn would
cause the beacon alignment hypothesized to become detect
able. Note that all PNCs would be performing this random
perturbation-thereby eventually breaking any accidental
Synchronicity.

the vicinity and their beacon information. If the PNCs are

aligned (because they may share devices in common) then

extended Pico-Net.

0087. This is a complex process, requiring coordination
between PNCs based on heart beart information received

from devices (Bear in mind we are examining the case where

the PNCS cannot hear each other else the alignment process
is more direct. To ensure no confusion over the air waves, a

Strict protocol must be followed, as described in the Appen
dix A and Appendix B.
0088 Applicability to Other Types of Networks.
0089. The terminology used in this patent application
refers to the wireless 802.15.X Medium Access Control

(MAC) and definitions related to that implementation of the

MAC. However, the concepts outlined and algorithms are
applicable to a wide variety of networkS.
0090 Specifically, such as 802.16 have MAC specifica
tions similar to the 802.15.3/4 MAC. As such our approach
would be relevant to Simultaneous operating Sub networks
requiring Some coordination of the time allocation periods
using a beacon for Synchronizing transmissions between the
devices.

0091. Therefore, methods and software for implementing
a wireleSS network with Simultaneously operating pico-nets,
has been described.
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0092. It should be understood that the particular embodi
ments described above are only illustrative of the principles
of the present invention, and various modifications could be
made by those skilled in the art without departing from the
Scope and Spirit of the invention. Thus, the Scope of the
present invention is limited only by the claims that follow.
0093. Appendix A
0094. The data format described below is an extension to
our heartbeat approach described in U.S. patent application
Ser. No. 10/434,948, filed May 8, 2003 and incorporated by
reference. The packet format described below is an exten
sion to that protocol. It is described here to indicate how
beacon data transmitted in the heart beat and used to align
the beacons.

0.095

Based on the information transmitted in the heart

beat, devices inform each other of the existence of PNCs in

Jun. 16, 2005

the vicinity and their beacon information. If the PNCs are

aligned (because they may share devices in common) then
information about them needs to be passed on to the “Head”
PNC that will manage the alignment of all PNCs in the
extended Pico-Net.

0096) Selection of the “Head” PNC is based on criteria
such as seniority and number of children-however that
information-and a random number generated by each PNC
to be used as a tie-breaker-must also be transmitted to all

the PNCs in the vicinity, to establish the correct pecking
order. Have done so, each PNC must now be aligned based
on the requirements set by the Head PNC. This is a complex
process and to ensure no confusion over the air waves, a
Strict protocol based handshaking must be followed, as
described in APPENDIX B. This appendix covers the hand
Shaking protocol and data format in Table A2.

US 2005/O128991 A1
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1
PACKET FORMATS FOR HEARTBEAT, ANNOUNCEMENTS, MESH INFORMATION

;2

HEARTBEAT EORMAT

MAIN HEARTBEAT HEADER

The heart beat is information broadcast by a DEV to the its surroundings. The
intent of the heart beat is to help a neighboring PNC - that cannot hear the DEV's
PNC directly - to receive the information needed to align itself to the head' PNC.
Since alignment of beacons requires accurate timing information - of a beacon that
has not been heard by the aligning PNC - the timestamp information attached by the
DEW indicates the time elapsed since the DEV heard its PNC' s beacon and transmits
it in a heart beat.
2

1.

4.

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

| TIMESTAMP PNCC 1 TB

PNC CAPABILITY

8 octets

--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------

Figure All
TIMESTAMP

Time, in micro-seconds since Imain PNC' s beacon, this

heartbeat was transmitted (including BIFS and back-off
time)

Number of PNCs in Payload
Device's own Tie breaker value to be used in case of a tie
PNC CAPABILITY

22

PNC CAPABILITY FIELD AS DESCRIBED IN 802.15.3

Table A

23
24

MAIN HEARTBEAT PAYLOAD

25
26
27
28
29
30

based on the formula:

31

(Count-Position) * Min. IFS +Beacon Transmit Time

32
33
34
35
36
37

Example: If A PNC states that it is 2 (position) out of 3 C (count) then the beacon

38
39
40
41
42
43

Inside the PNC heart beat payload is information of ALL the PNCs that the DEV

either has heard or is re-transmitting. Part of this information is important for
determining who the Aligning PNC should be aligning with. In table A2, the align
Count and position is needed because define the delay required by the aligning PNC

sent by the aligning PNC should be 2+1 out of the new proposed aligned group of
3-1.

Note- this information is also transmitted to the DEV because they cannot the CAP
period that was previously allocated to them - that CAP period has been reduced and
there are also reserved/unused CTA time slots in the group so as to ensure that the
Beacon trans missions are not interfered with.

Example: in the drawing shown as Fig A3, the CAP period is decreased as more PNCs
are added to the group. There are also reserved CTA time slots which are unused to
avoid interference with a Beacon transmission.

44

45
46
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1
2

3

2

2

1

1.

2

2

2

1

1.

1

l

- - - -- - - - --- - --- - ---- -- --- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - ---- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - --- -- - -- - - - - - - -

|

PNID

SPNID

TDC

DC

LBT

CET

SFDUR

AL

FL | TB

BSSC

4

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5

16 octets

6
7

Figure A2

8
PICO-NET

deltifier

DC

Announcement bit set to 1 to indicate an announcement
Urgent announcement bit, set to 1 if immediate action is
needed

The minimum number of hops for the PNC
The current state encoded as
NOT SEEN
S

1 0 1
1.
1. 1.

ASSOCIATED (AS REPORTED BY DEVS)

Beacon shift super frame count, nuInber of super frames after which
the Beacon will be shifted MIFS units to the right.
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1

HEARTBEAT ANNOUNCEMENTS

2
3

Once the alignment is executed successfully, the PNCs are transmitting beacons
containing inforI?lation related to seen, identified, or aligned PNCs. Based on this

5
6
7
8
9

logically one Pico-net and will remain that way as long as the PNCs do not have to

4

information, the alignment control is maintained by the head PNC. The system is

re-align to another head PNC.

The Head PNC now has to allocate CTA slots for each of the PNCs aligned with it.
The CTA period allocations are based on requests made by an aligned PNC to the head

10

PNC via a device. Allocation of CTA slots is based on the needs of that PNC and

11

devices under it, sharing time slots other devices. CTA grants and requests are

12

made via heart beat information transmitted to the head PNC via devices that hear

13
14
15

the PNC making a request (in its beacon Inessage).
Announcements may be present in the heartbeat after the main heartbeat payload. The

16

announcements are formatted as shown below.

17
18

l
- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - -

19

AC ANNOUNCEMENTS

20

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

21

Figure A4

where AC = Announcement Count

22
23

24
25

Each announcement is formatted as shown below.
2

2

2

1.

1.

l

AIS

26
27
28

+------------------------------------------------------------| IMM DST
DST
SRC
AID
AT AIS
INFO
+---------------------------------------------------------------

29

Figure A5

30

An nouncement

Type

Announcement Information Size

9 + AIS octets
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The following are the announcement types.

SFC

Number of super-frames for change to take effect (0

START

for imitediate)
Starting position in the CTAP
Duration of allocation

formatted as shown below
2

1

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

SPNID

TDC | DC

BSSC

7 Octets

Senior PNCID

Total device count for an aligned PNC system
Count of associated devices

Beacon shift super-frame count

Alignment information as shown in Table 2
PNCs tie-breaker value

Alignment information octet formatted as
7

6

5

4

3

2

1.

O

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

ALIGN COUNT

ALIGN BASE POS

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SFDUR

New super-frame duration

CAP ET

New CAP End Time relative to the Beacon

Aligned PNC information formatted as shown in Figure A2
4
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MESH NETWORKING INFORMATION

In addition to the information about PNCs and announcements, the heartbeat packet

shall also contain mesh networking information if mesh networking has been enabled.
The mesh networking information shall be formatted as shown below.
1.
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

| EC

ENTRIES

where EC=Entry count

1
11
12

Figure A6

13

The ENTRIES field shall contain EC number of entries, each of which shall be

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

formatted as shown below.
2

1

1.

2

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- . . . -- - - - - -

PNID

| DID | NC

TC

NEIGHBORS

PICO-NET Identifier
Device

D

Neighbor count
To

Cost

21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35

The NEIGHBORS field shall contain NC number of entries, each of which shall be
for Inlatted as shown below.
2

1

1.

-- - - - -n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PNID

| DIDRSSI

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Figure A8
PNID

PICO-NET Edentifier
Count of associated devices

RSSI

The RSSI as perceived by the device

Table A6

The mesh-networking information can be used by the PNCs for efficient allocation of
CTAs.
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BEACON FORMAT

2
3

We use the 802. 15. 3 Application Specific Information Element (ASIE) to transmit

4

heartbeat information described in l. 1. The structures and formats shown below

5

would occupy the Data field of the 802.15. 3 ASIE.

6

7
8

MAC OPERATION CASE STUDES

a

PNC-DEV-PNC Coordination

9
O

i. Case 1: DEV hears 2" PNC's beacon first

11
C

Super Fraine Nuruber
1.

Action

DEV hears beacon and makes an entry for 2' PNC in its
heartbeat and marks its state as SEEN.

532

2. PNC hears heartbeat and, sees that it has been

marked as SEEN, and it makes an entry for the 1 PNC
in its beacon and marks its state as IDENTIFIED.
DEV hears beacon and sees that its PNC has been

marked as IDENTIFIED. It changes the state for the 2nd
PNC to IDENTIFIED.
DEW sends heartbeat

1 PNC and 2" PNC hear the heartbeat, and decide who
is senior amongst them. The junior PNC immediately
aligns its beacon appropriately, and marks its entire
CTAP as reserved, and also sends out a CTA request to
the senior PNC. The DEV picks up the beacon and
copies the CTA request into its heartbeat.
The senior PNC picks the HB, allocates CTA, changes
super-frame length appropriately and sends beacon.

The DEW picks beacon, copies CTA information into
heartbeat and sends heartbeat.

The junior PNC hears the HB and is now fully aligned.

US 2005/O128991 A1
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APPENDIX B
2

mesh, , . Alignment Handshaking (with Heart Beat)
Before Alignment

PNC 1 and PNC 3 are made aware of

Each other through intermediary DEV2 H.B.
3

PNC

a DEV2 Heartbeat information recod

ro

s Views expressed by PNC1 heard by DEV2

is a

e Views expressed by PNC3 heard by DEV2

2

o Handshaking state" is based on truth table
o Intermediary DEV2 moves process forward

DEW
SS

PNC 3 View of PNC 1

-->

PNC

3.
Not Seen

isen
-

fal

Identified

Not See. See

Identified

Aligned

Seen

Identified

Ignored.

ared

tree

Identified

and and
dentified

Aligned
3

Identified

Aligned.

Aligned.

in 1992-2004 ACG. ALL RIGHTS Reserved. PROPRIETARY 8 (CNROENTAL. OslosureSoescribed NMLTPLe PATENTFLs,

4.

5

Figure B1

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

In the figure B1, PNC1 and PNC2 do not hear each other, so direct
alignment (as depicted as Case 010, Figure 9) is not possible. Case
020 is possible, since both PNCs can hear heart beat information
from DEV 2. However, since the heart beat from DEV 2 is heard by
PNC1 and PNC2 at different times, some handshaking protocol is
needed to ensure that DEV2 presents the state of the world correctly

13

to both PNCs.

14

15

16

The cases described below relate to the accompanying code block. The
system of handshaking between 2 PNCs using a DEV as an intermediary

17

require that the DEV provide information to both PNCs based on what

18
9

the PNCs transmit to it. In the truth table shown above there are 4
future states (based on the PNCs view of each other) :

20
21

OO - Seen

22
23
24

01 - Identified -> move to alignment
10 - Ignore, wait for new information
11 - Identified -> move to alignment

26

Code Fragments Follow:

25
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l

ii. Case 2: 2" PNC hears DEV's heartbeat first

2' PNC hears HB and makes an entry into its beacon
and Inarks its state as SEEN.

DEV hears 2" PNC's beacon and sees the 1

PNC is

already marked as SEEN, it marks the 2" PNC as

IDENTIFIED.

PNC and 2" PNC hear the heartbeat, and decide who
is senior amongst them. The junior PNC immediately
aligns its beacon appropriately, and marks its entire
CTAP as reserved, and also sends out a CTA request to
the senior PNC. The DEW picks up the beacon and

copies the CTA request into its heartbeat.
The senior PNC picks the HB, allocates CTA, changes
super-frame length appropriately and sends beacon.
The DEV picks beacon, copies CTA information into
heartbeat and sends heartbeat.

3

Table A8
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if (sourcePnc == device) {
A

* It is from a device in our own pico-net. We look for PNC entries other than
* ours and update our records if they are not irrelevant.

f

if (itsPncEntry->pncId = device) {
f it is

* If we aiready have the entry, then we update it
if its being reported in a better or same state.
If we don't have the entry, then we add it only
if its being reported as SEEN or IDENTIFIED.
if being reported as IDENTIFIED, and we have already
IDENTIFIED a PNC then we ignore it. .
our PncEntry = CommunicationInfo. Iny Heartbeat->getPncEntry (itsPncEntry->pncId);
if (our PncEntry == NULL) {
f is k

* We don't have its entry, hence we add it only if
it as its SEEN or

* b) its IDENTIFIED and we don't have any other IDENTIFIED node
kf

= false

y

else

* We already have an entry, hence we update it only
* if we get a better state report, and one that is not
irrelevant.

w/
currentState = our PncEntry->getState ();
b

= false;

if ( (reported State ; 2) == 0) {
if (reported State >= currentState)
b = true;

W** if b is true then update the data structure */
if (b) {

our PncEntry-> release ();
}

its PncEntry->release ( );
e->release ();
else

/

* Its from a device not from our piconet?
#/

if (our PncEntry == NULL) {
if its PncEntry == NULL) {
A **
* It doesn't see us, we don't see it. Hence we add it OO
as SEEN.

*A

US 2005/O128991 A1
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} else

/*
# It already sees us, hence we add it and set its state to

identified only if we don't already have an IDENTIFIED
PNC

t/

} else

if (itsPncEntry == NULL) {
/

* It doesn't see us, hence we can't do anything at all.
* We don't update our records so that the entry would
* eventually die out.
+/
} eise
f

* Both see each other, hence we update only if it
it reports a better state.
* At this point the truth table is expanded a 3x3.
Described below.

#/

reported State = its PncEntry->getState ();
current State = our PncEntry->get State ();
switch (currentState) {
case Heartbeat: ; PincEntry: : Stateseen:
switch (reported State) {
case Heartbeat: : PncEntry: : State Seen:

case Heartbeat: : PncEntry: : State Identified:
?t

* Promote to identified, if we don't already
it have someone identified.

#/

if (communicationInfo. identified PncEntry == NULL) {
our PncEntry->setState (Heartbeat: : PncEntry :: StateIdentified);

communicationInfo. identified PncEntry = our PncEntry;

our PncEntry->addRef ();
our PncEntry->timestamp = Get TickCount ();
break;

case Heartbeat: : PncEntry :: State.Aligned:
break;
}
break;

case Heartbeat: : PncEntry: : StateIdentified:
switch (reported State) {
case Heartbeat: : PncEntry: : State Seen:
oreak;

case Heartbeat: : PncEntry: : State Identified:
our PncEntry->timeStamp = GetTickCount ();
break;

case Heartbeat: : Pncentry: : StateAligned:
At it

Promote to aligned, and we hope that we are aligned
also

ir/
break;
}
break;

case Heartbeat: : PncEntry: : StateAligned:
switch (reported State) {
case Heartbeat: : PncEntry :: StateSeen:
break;

case Heartbeat: : PncEntry: : StateIdentified:
break;

case Heartbeat: : PncEntry: : StateAligned:
our PncEntry->timeStamp = GetTick Count () ;
our PncEntry->beaconShift Super Frame Count = its PncEntry->beaconShift SuperFrameCount;
ourPncEntry->capEnd Time
= its PncEntry->capEndTime;
COORDINATION BETWEENSIMULTANEOUSLY OPERATINGPICO-NETS IN HIGHMOBILITY WIRELESS NETWORKS
/h
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our PncEntry->devcount
= itsPncEntry->devCount;
our PncEntry->lastBeacon Time
= hb->timeStamp;
our PncEntry->senior PncId
= its PncEntry->senior PncId;
our PncEntry->totalDevCount
= its PncEntry-> total DevCount;
our PncEntry->devCount
= its PncEntry->devCount;
our PncEntry-> superFrame Duration = its PncEntry-> superFrameDuration;
our PncEntry->tieBreaker
= its PncEntry->tie Breaker;
break;
break;

}
}

}

}

OBJECT REFERENCE CHECK AND RELEASE (ourPncEntry);
OBJECT REFERENCE CHECK AND RELEASE (itsPncEntry);

if (identified PncEound == true) {

/

* We check seniority, between us and the identified PNC entry.
If the other PNC is senior, we create a CTA request, and wait
for the response. After we get the response, we align our
beacon, and say that we are aligned.
If we are senior, we wait for the CTA request and then send
an allocation response, and then assume alignment.

pncInfo.changeInitiated = false;

if (pncInfo.devcount > communicationInfo.identified PncEntry->devCount) {
communicationInfo. identifiedSenior = false;
} else if (communicationInfo. tieBreaker > communicationInfo. identified PncEntry
>tieBreaker) {
communicationInfo. identifiedSenior = false;
} else
communicationInfo. identifiedSenior = true;
}

if communicationInfo. identifiedSenior == true) { /** we are not senior */
Heartbeat: : AnnouncementCTARequest citaRequest;
ctaRequest
= new Heartbeat: : AnnouncementCTARequest ( );

citaRequest->imminc = communicationInfo, identified PncEntry->pncId;
ctaRequest->dstPnc = communicationInfo. identified PncEntry->pncId;
ctaRequest->srcPnc = device;
ctaRequest-> announcementId = pncInfo. aid;
ctaRequest->setTotal ( basicOperationInfo. superFrameDuration basicOperationInfo. capFindTime);
communicationInfo.myHeartbeat->addAnnouncement (ctaRequest);
}

}

/#
* Process announcements now.

e = hb->enumerateannouncements ();

while (e->hasNext () } {
announcement = (Heartbeat: : Announcement *) e->next ();
announcementNode - announcement;

while (announcementode

= NULL } {

if (announcementNode->immPnc == Device:: BROADCAST DEVICE
| announcementnode->immPnc == device) {
process Announcement (announcementNode) ;

}
announcementNode = announcementNode> next;

}
announcement->release () ;
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After alignment, the heart beat information is still needed to be
transmitted between the PNCs through the intermediary DEV's heart

beat. This is to ensure that the PNCs are not operating under false
assumptions. One or both of the PNCs may have moved away or been
turned off. Through the heart beat from the DEV, the state of the
world is updated for both PNCs. If the information from one PNC is
not longer Consonant with expectations, then the information is
decayed' - after a configurable time interval, it is considered no

longer to be valid and the alignment process as shown in Figure Bl

is re-initiated.

nes

i? . . .

Consensus based Verification is Reliable
"Nc 'I
37 -

HEAD PNC

s:

'
Ev

After Alignment

f

o Data presented must be verified by both parties
of not verified by both, data validity "decays".
s Eventually views are reset to " Not Seen"
a Consensus based reasoning is reliable

ALIGNED PNC

c

la

aff

Decay of uverified information over time

True

False

life
all

l4

15
16

17

Configurate Persistence Period"

to 9. 2004 Aces. A phs.eseR's. Repretapy 8. cc HDealal .oslcers cease

title rater Frigs.
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What is claimed is:

1. A dynamic wireleSS network comprising:
multiple wireleSS Sub networks operating within the range
of each other, wherein each of Said wireleSS Sub net

works is managed by a PNC, and wherein the trans
missions of information within Said Sub network are

synchronized by a beacon transmission from said PNC,
and wherein PNCs adjust the timing of their beacon
transmissions So as not to interfere with other PNC
beacon transmissions.

2. The dynamic wireleSS network as in claim 1 wherein a
systematic flow of information is transmitted on both a
periodic and on an exception basis through the network

Jun. 16, 2005

using the devices in the network (both PNC and client
devices) to convey information of one part of the wireless
network to another as in a relay fashion.
3. The dynamic wireless network as in claim 2 where the
information flow from client devices in a Sub network is

transmitted to the PNC managing those devices, So that the
particular PNC is made aware of other PNCs in the range of
devices in the particular PNC's Sub network.
4. The dynamic wireless network as in claim 3 where
multiple PNCs coordinate their beacon transmissions to
align their CAP and CTA periods.

